


HOST YOUR OVERSEAS CLIENTS AND
POTENTIAL RECRUITS IN STYLE

Here you can invite your overseas client, treat him with

world class hospitality and facilities, host your potential

recruits, test and interview them in comfort and

convenience. The facility includes the latest tools and

equipment that your recruits will be using in their overseas

assignments so the test will be conducted in actual field

conditions. The facility is purpose built to satisfy the most

demanding clients from overseas and built by people with

in depth knowledge of the requirements of overseas

recruiters.
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COMBINATION OF TESTING AND
BUSINESS FACILITIES AT ONE LOCATION

Unlike other trade centres who offer just Testing

and Certification, Houston combines business facilities

so that you can conduct a large number of interviews in

our spacious cabins and conference rooms. Secretarial

help is at hand for your convenience, as is hospitality

features like well appointed rooms for the client to rest,

a full fledged dining room, canteen for your recruits,

modern telecommunication and office infrastructure.

Our centre's are equally convenient for interviewing and

finalizing recruitment of white collar employees like

Engineers, Managers etc. The facilities include ample

Parking space, Conference Facilities, Interview Rooms

and Centre wide wi-ti connectivity that makes it as
comfortable as your own office.



LIST OF TESTING AND BUSINESS
FACILITIES AT ONE LOCATION-------------------------



Expert Trainerswho can help trades people upgrade and

learn new skills and make them competent for overseas

employment.

Highly automated and fool proof processof recruitment

with safeguards at every stage.

Detailed Assessmentsheet that enable you to analyze

candidate skill in everyparameter.

Flexible packages that enable you to hire and pay only

for the facilities you require.

Excellent hospitality servicesfor your clients to ensure

their goodwill.

Economical pricing to ensure that you always remain

well within your budget.

Prospectsof multi-Iocational hiring of facilities to ensure

similarity of the quality of experience acrossgeographies.

Attentive and customer friendly staff who will go out of

their way to fulfill your demands.
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There are several reasons that make Houston your

chosen destination for Skill Testing and Recruitment.

These include:

Large area with expanded layout to accommodate a
large number of candidates at one go.

Fool Proof biometric scanning and video footage of the

Testing process to ensure that there is no proxy

involved in the Testing process.

Testing facilities with state-of-the-art equipment for

multiple trades, specially catered to conveniences for

your overseas clients.

Trained Testing Faculty that offers you the guarantee

of skill and productivity.

Well chartered curriculum that ensures that the skills

imparted are imbibed with adequate practical training.

Residential Training facility that ensures that your

candidates for skill up gradation remain in house for

the duration and do not drop out.
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Tried, Tested, and Trust worthy
'The Houston Certificate of Award' for different trades is an

attestation to the proven skill of the tradesmen, as they are

tried under actual work conditions, made to complete jobs

that they will be assigned in their further assignments and

found to be competent.

The Certificate is granted after exhaustive examination by

our trade supervisors and trainers, who have spent decades

in the particular field. It is a guarantee of the productivity and

skill of the certificate holder and is accepted across

continents.

Salient features that make the certificate authentic and

fakeproof.

1) System generated photographs of the candidate who has
been tested.

2) System generated registration number making it
traceable in our systems .

3) System generated OR Code.

4) High Security Hologram that makes difficult to duplicate.

5) Actual Image of the candidate while conducting the test is

printed on the back of the certificate for authenticity.


